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ABSTRACT
Recent advancements in video-language understanding have been
established on the foundation of image-text models, resulting in
promising outcomes due to the shared knowledge between im-
ages and videos. However, video-language understanding presents
unique challenges due to the inclusion of highly complex semantic
details, which result in information redundancy, temporal depen-
dency, and scene complexity. Current techniques have only partially
tackled these issues, and our quantitative analysis indicates that
some of these methods are complementary. In light of this, we
propose a novel framework called RTQ (Refine, Temporal model,
and Query), which addresses these challenges simultaneously. The
approach involves refining redundant information within frames,
modeling temporal relations among frames, and querying task-
specific information from the videos. Remarkably, ourmodel demon-
strates outstanding performance even in the absence of video-
language pre-training, and the results are comparable with or
superior to those achieved by state-of-the-art pre-training methods.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Multimedia and multimodal re-
trieval; • Computing methodologies → Computer vision.
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Text query: The woman first spreads butter on one side of 
the bread slices, then places the bread butter onto a hot pan.

��������������������������������

Question: What did the dog do after the girl puts her palm out?
Candidates: A1: place paw on her palm, A2: kiss her.

�
������������	���������������������

Caption: A person is pulling on a parachute.

��������������������������������������

Figure 1: Video language understanding requires dynamic
perception and interpretation of complex semantics, which
can be further decomposed into three challenges.

1 INTRODUCTION
Video-language understanding ability can reflect the proficiency
of intelligent agents in perceiving and interpreting visual and
textual cues in the real world. This ability is evaluated through
a range of tasks, including text-to-video retrieval, video captioning,
and video question answering, etc. Recent approaches in this area
generally modify pre-trained image-text models for video-language
understanding, owing to the transferable knowledge acquired by
these models [12, 17, 46]. Since image-text models have learned a
lot of transferable vision-language knowledge, these approaches
generally perform better and are becoming the de facto paradigm.
However, such an approach has limitations in handling situations
beyond the shared knowledge between images and videos.

Video-language understanding involves dynamic perception and
interpretation of complex semantics. This can be further decom-
posed into three challenges as depicted in Fig. 1. The first challenge
is Information redundancy which arises due to the presence
of information that is duplicated or lacks semantic meaning. It
hinders the model’s ability to accurately recognize essential cues.
For example, frames in Fig. 1(a) are quite similar, some of which
can be removed without affecting the interpretation. The second
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challenge is Temporal dependency which requires the model to
identify and understand the relationships between video frames.
Consider video in Fig. 1(b), multiple actions occur between the girl
and the dog. To correctly answer the given question, the model has
to recognize the order of these actions. The third challenge is Scene
complexity, where a video depicts multiple concepts, but only
some of them are task-relevant. In such cases, the model needs to
prioritize task-relevant information to achieve better performance.
If a model fails to consider this, it may become overwhelmed by the
complexity of the scene, leading to poor performance. For instance,
in video of Fig. 1(c), numerous cooking actions and ingredients
are presented. To achieve better performance, the model must
concentrate on crucial pieces of information such as objects and
actions mentioned in text queries, captions, or questions.

Current approaches have mainly focused on addressing one
or two of the aforementioned challenges. However, it is essential
to consider these challenges jointly since they address different
facets that could complement each other. For example, eliminating
redundant information could benefit the model when solving the
scene complexity problem [8]. Nonetheless, it is crucial to carry out
quantitative analysis to ascertain the extent of the complementarity
between these challenges. Moreover, joint modeling is not a straight-
forward task due to the challenge of cooperative design [11, 35]. Ex-
isting methods [25, 52] have addressed the information redundancy
challenge by selecting meaningful tokens or frames. However, this
selection process breaks the spatial consistency between frames,
making it intractable for temporal modeling techniques. In this
regard, TS2-Net [25] set the selection module as the final layer
to enable temporal modeling. Nevertheless, this approach is sub-
optimal since a lot of redundant information could be reduced in
the shallower layers. On the other hand, some methods choose to
ignore the information redundancy challenge, and only address the
temporal dependency and scene complexity problems [34, 44].

This paper begins with a quantitative analysis of existing ap-
proaches, wherein we cluster them based on their predictions. Our
analysis reveals that the models within each cluster address the
same challenges and confirms their complementarity, as previ-
ously discussed. Based on this observation, we propose the Refine,
Temporal model, and Query (RTQ) framework to jointly tackle the
aforementioned challenges. The RTQ framework consists of three
key components, each of which is designed to address a specific
challenge. The first refinement component eliminates redundant
patches across adjacent video frames using clustering, followed by
the selection of representative patches. The second temporal model-
ing component uses an image backbone augmented with a temporal
module. The module is designed to perceive and interpret temporal
patterns in the video, without requiring spatial consistency between
patches across frames. In the third query component, we adopt
language query (text query, question, or generated caption) to ac-
cumulate task-relevant information gradually. The aforementioned
three components can be realized through any appropriate methods.
In this study, we select the simplest modules available. Specifically,
we employ the non-parametric k-medoids++ method for clustering,
the message token mechanism for the temporal module, and cross-
attention for the query. Despite their simplicity and the absence
of pretraining, our approach achieves superior (or comparable)

performance to the pre-training based methods in text-to-video
retrieval, video captioning, and video question answering.

In summary, our contributions are threefold:
• Our systemic analysis reveals that current methods focus only
on restricted aspects of video-language understanding, and they
are complementary.

• We propose the RTQ framework to jointly model information re-
dundancy, temporal dependency, and scene complexity in video-
language understanding.

• Wedemonstrate that, evenwithout pre-training on video-language
data, our method can achieve superior (or comparable) perfor-
mance with state-of-the-art pre-training methods. We will make
our code publicly available for further research1.

2 RELATEDWORKS
2.1 Video-language Pre-training
The dominant pre-training methods for video-language under-
standing fall into two categories. The first category focus on data
curation and refinement. For example, Zellers et al. [51] collect a
diverse corpus of frames/ASR, named YT-Temporal-180M, from
videos covering authentic situations, which improves downstream
performance compared to curated instructional video corpora. How-
ever, video-language pre-training also suffers from incoherence and
misalignment between ASR/subtitle and video [12]. To overcome
this issue, Bain et al. [3] curate a video dataset, WebVid, with
well-aligned textual description annotations. CLIP-ViP [46] uses
an image captioning model to generate captions for the middle
frame of videos in HD-VILA-100M to obtain more aligned video-
text annotations. The texts are not so well aligned compared with
videos in WebVid, but the scale of data is much bigger.

The second category focus on improving pre-training strategy.
To bridge the modality gap between video and text, BridgeFormer
[13] proposed a novel multiple-choice questions task to achieve fine-
grained video-text interactions. OmniVL [34] and mPLUG-2 [44]
explore a universal paradigm that benefit from joint modality learn-
ing. OmniVL adopts a unified transformer-based visual encoder
for both image and video inputs, facilitating joint image-language
and video-language pre-training. On the other hand, mPLUG-2
introduces a multi-module composition network that shares com-
mon universal modules for modality collaboration and disentangles
different modality modules to handle modality entanglement.

Despite their contributions, all of the above methods mainly fo-
cus on pre-training data or strategy, neglecting architecture design
for modeling information redundancy, temporal dependency, and
scene complexity in video-language understanding, which prevents
the full realization of the model’s potential.

2.2 Video-language Model Architecture
Classical architectures utilize separately pre-trained vision and
language backbones, which remain static during training [37]. How-
ever, recent studies have identified limitations in these approaches
related to modality and domain gaps [17], whereas newer architec-
tures based on image-text pre-training models show more promis-
ing results due to their ability to bridge the modality gap and

1See our GitHub repository https://github.com/SCZwangxiao/RTQ-MM2023.

https://github.com/SCZwangxiao/RTQ-MM2023
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Figure 2: Clustering results of existing methods in the NeXt-
QA [40] dataset.

enhance transferability [31]. As videos are essentially composed of
image sequences, the insights from image-text models can also be
applied to video-language understanding.

Recent architectures can be categorized into three groups: re-
finement, temporal modeling, and information query. Refinement
methods aim to identify and eliminate irrelevant image patches or
frames. In the case of TS2-Net [25], a scoring network is initially
employed to assess the significance of each patch in the frames,
followed by the application of a differentiable TopK function for
patch selection. Zhao et al. [52] proposed to first cluster all patches
in adjacent frames and then retain only the patches that are closest
to each cluster centroid. Temporal modeling methods focus on
modeling the temporal dependencies between video frames. Frozen
[3] and STAN [24] insert a temporal attention layer in their image
model. Their difference is that STAN [24] inserts the layer in parallel
instead of sequential with the original model, which empirically
performs better. X-CLIP [28] and CLIP-ViP [46] adopt the message
tokens mechanism, where each frame has message token(s) to
communicate with other frames. They differ in the construction
approach and perception range of message tokens. CLIP4clip [27]
employs a transformer to model temporal dependencies, while TS2-
Net shifts spatial token features across adjacent frames to capture
local movement. Information query methods are capable of min-
ing task-relevant information from the whole video. Gorti et al. [14]
proposed to use text as the query to guide the aggregation of useful
information among the entire video. VideoCoCa [47] leverages a
generative pooling mechanism that gradually accumulates relevant
information for caption generation.

However, these methods only address one or two aspects of
video understanding and fail to consider the complementarity of
different architectures.

3 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
In Section 2.2, we highlighted that existing video-language models
do not simultaneously address all three challenges and that we
believe a joint approach is beneficial as the challenges may be
complementary. To gain more objective insights, we conducted
a quantitative analysis by clustering the models based on their
successful and failed cases. Our rationale was to examine their com-
plementarity by comparing representative cases within each cluster.
In the following sections, we explain our clustering methodology
and present our findings.

3.1 Clustering Method
To conduct a clustering analysis, it is necessary to establish a
vector representation of a model to serve as the basis for measuring
the distance between models [53]. Subsequently, the appropriate
clustering methods are selected for analysis. In this study, we define
a method’s representation as m ∈ R𝑁 , where 𝑁 is the number of
samples in the validation set, and 𝑚𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether
the 𝑖-th sample is correctly predicted. Hamming distance 𝑑 (m, n)
is used to assess the similarity of two methods m and n, given by:

𝑑 (m, n) =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
I(𝑚𝑖 = 𝑛𝑖 ), (1)

where I(𝑚𝑖 = 𝑛𝑖 ) = 1 only if𝑚𝑖 = 𝑛𝑖 . Finally, we employ hierarchi-
cal clustering to explore the relationships among each method.

Our analysis was conducted on the validation split of the NeXt-
QA dataset [40] to perform our analysis because it contains a consid-
erable number of descriptional, temporal, and causal questions that
thoroughly evaluate a model’s video understanding capabilities [4].

3.2 Result Analysis
The clustering results are depicted in Fig. 2, with each row rep-
resenting a distinct method and each column a unique sample
ID (approximately 5k IDs). The results revealed four clusters of
methods, namely: (1) temporal modeling methods that leverage
message tokens mechanism, such as CLIP-ViP [46], X-CLIP [28]; (2)
refinement methods, including CenterClip [52], TS2-Net [25]; (3)
information query approach XPool [14]; and (4) temporal modeling
methods based on temporal attention, such as Frozen [3] and STAN
[24]. The four clusters broadly align with the three categories
of methods discussed in Section 2, namely refinement, temporal
modeling, and information query.

Upon closer examination of the results, we find that each cluster
of methods has distinct advantages in handling certain types of
samples that other methods may struggle with (as indicated by the
Area S1-S4 in Fig. 2). Meanwhile, these methods also exhibit weak-
nesses in handling particular samples, but which can be overcome
effectively by other methods (as indicated by the Area W1-W4).
Our findings indicate that current approaches tend to focus on
specific aspects of video-language understanding, but exhibit some
degree of complementarity. Therefore, it is possible and beneficial
to jointly consider all three challenges to harness the strengths
of these methods while mitigating their respective weaknesses.
Based on these insights, we propose the RTQ framework, which
we elaborate in the next section.

4 METHOD
4.1 Overview
Based on observations in Section 3, we propose addressing the three
challenges of video-language understanding collaboratively in the
RTQ framework, outlined in Fig. 3 (a). The framework leverages a
video encoder with refinement and temporal modules, and a query
component composed of a Mixture of Encoder-Decoder (MoED).

Specifically, the video encoder first encodes individual video
frames utilizing 𝐾 Vision Transformer (ViT) [9] layers, thereby
generating image patch embeddings with semantic meanings. Then,
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Figure 3: Method overview.

a patch clustering layer is employed to eliminate redundant patches
by retaining only representative patches from the clustering results.
Subsequently, the remaining patches are fed into (𝐿 − 𝐾) ViT
Augmentedwith Temporal Module (ViT-ATM) layers, where 𝐿 is the
total number of video encoder layers. These layers enable the model
to capture temporal dependencies between frames and produce
video embeddings as the output. Finally, in the query component of
the framework, task-specific text queries in each layer are employed
to progressively collect task-relevant information from the video
embeddings. This process varies depending on tasks, which we
elaborate in Section 4.4.

4.2 Refinement Component
As illustrated in Fig. 3 (b), patch clustering layer is employed to
refine the video embeddings. This process entails grouping patches
in adjacent frames and selecting the representative ones to generate
refined video embeddings.

The output frame embeddings of the ViT layers are denoted as
V̂𝐾 ∈ R𝐹×(1+𝑃in )×𝑑 , where 𝐹 is the number of input frames, “1”
represents the [CLS] token, 𝑃in is the number of patches per image
divided by ViT, and 𝑑 is the hidden dimension. Initially, frames are
grouped into 𝑆 segments, with each containing 𝐹/𝑆 frames. Next,
the k-medoids++ method [52] is applied to cluster all 𝐹/𝑆 (1 + 𝑃in)
patches within each segment, resulting in (1+𝑃out) clusters. Finally,
(1+𝑃out) patches that are closest to each cluster centroid are selected
to form the refined video embeddings V𝐾 ∈ R𝑆×(1+𝑃out )×𝑑 .

It is worth noting that the clustering process is not limited to
the k-medoids++ method, and may be implemented with other
clustering methods. The straightforward and non-parametric k-
medoids++ method is employed in this study to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed framework.

4.3 Temporal Modeling Component
The temporal modeling is accomplished by incorporating tempo-
ral modules into the ViT layers. The temporal module generally
consists of a modified or inserted layer in the original ViT layer.
Temporal modules come in three varieties: temporal attention [3],
message tokens [46], and temporal shifting [25]. We adopt the
message tokens mechanism, the details and design rationales are
explained below.

Both temporal attention and temporal shifting mechanisms ne-
cessitate spatial consistency among patch positions of input frames.
This is because they perform temporal reasoning on patches that
are located at the same positions across different frames. However,
clustering disrupts spatial consistency in our framework, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3 (b). Segment 1 has patches from location ID “1, 2”,
while segment 2 has patches from location ID “3, 5”. Furthermore,
temporal reasoning is built upon the underlying assumption that
content within each patch changes gradually, enabling the identifi-
cation of temporal semantics by observing patches across different
frames. This assumption is not applicable in the video-language
understanding task because it predominantly involves processing
lengthy, untrimmed videos. Our ablation studies in Section 5.4 have
confirmed this view.

Different from these two mechanisms, the message token mech-
anism generally inserts several learnable embeddings along with
patch embeddings, and utilize these learnable embeddings as an
intermediary for temporal reasoning between frames. In our frame-
work, we utilize a straightforward message token mechanism sim-
ilar to that in X-CLIP [28]. Specifically, in the 𝑘-th layer, we first
select and concatenate the [CLS] token in the refined video em-
bedding to produce message token embeddings m̂𝑘 ∈ R𝑆×𝑑 . We
then perform Self-Attention (SA) along these tokens to learn the
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temporal dependencies between frames:

m𝑘 = m̂𝑘 + SA
(
m̂𝑘

)
. (2)

Finally, m𝑘 and other patch tokens are fed into the original ViT
layer. After (𝐿 −𝐾) ViT-ATM layer, our method produces the video
embeddings video embeddings V𝐿 ∈ R𝑆×(1+𝑃out )×𝑑 .

4.4 Query Component
After the previous refinement and temporal modeling components,
videos have been encoded into a temporal-aware representation
with high information density. Nevertheless, a significant amount
of task-irrelevant information remains due to the challenge of scene
complexity. For instance, in retrieval and question answering tasks,
the model should focus on information about the query or question.
Similarly, in captioning, the model should emphasize previously
undescribed objects and events in the current generated caption.

To address this issue, we introduce a query component that
regards video embeddings asmemories and use task-specific queries
to gradually gather relevant details for the final results. To reuse
common structures among various tasks, we integrate an 𝐿 layer
MoED [18] as the fundamental module of our query component.
As highlighted with different colors in Fig. 3 (a), MoED consists
of four modules, including Bi-directional Self Attention (BiSA),
Causal Self Attention (Causal SA), Cross Attention (CA), and Feed
Forward Network (FFN). They can be assembled into three variants
for various tasks:
• Text encoder is the same as BERT [7], which encodes text by
using a BiSA and an FFN in each layer. A [CLS] token is appended
to the beginning of the text input to summarize it.

• Video-grounded text encoder gathers task-relevant visual
information by incorporating one additional cross attention be-
tween the BiSA and the FFN in each layer of the text encoder.
Thereinto, the text input (query or question) serves as the query
and the flattened video embeddings serve as key and value. To
accommodate the task requirements, a task-specific [Encode]
token is appended to the text, and the resulting embedding of
[Encode] contains the multimodal representation of the video-
text pair.

• Video-grounded text decoder is responsible for collecting task-
specific visual information to generate the desired text output.
It replaces the BiSA layers of the video-grounded text encoder
with Causal SA layers. The start of a sequence is identified using
a [Decode] token, whereas the conclusion of the sequence is
identified using an end-of-sequence token.

The subsequent discourse elaborates on how these three variations
exhibit distinct approaches towards video-language understanding.

Text-to-video retrieval. As summarized in Fig. 3 (c)(i), we
perform text-to-video retrieval in two stages: recall and re-rank.
They are completed by the text encoder and video-grounded text
encoder, respectively. During inference, we first recall Top𝑄 videos
by calculating the cosine similarity of the [CLS] token of video and
text embeddings. Then, we re-rank the recalled videos by feeding
the video-text query pair into the video-grounded text encoder, and
use the output embedding of [Encode]with a fully-connected layer
and sigmoid function to get the matching scores. The matching
score and cosine similarity are added to get the final scores. The

self-attention and feedforward share parameters between the text
encoder and video-grounded text encoder.

Video captioning. As summarized in Fig. 3 (c)(ii), our methods
apply the video-grounded text decoder to generate captions based
on video embeddings.

Video question answering. As depicted in Fig. 3 (c)(iii), for
open-ended QA, our method first encodes video and question text
intomultimodal embeddings using the video-grounded text encoder.
Then, we feed the multimodal embeddings into the video-grounded
text decoder to generate answers. The encoder and decoder share
parameters. For multiple-choice QA, we formulate it as a classi-
fication problem. Specifically, we concatenate the question and
answer into a whole sentence, then we apply the video-grounded
text encoder to encode the video and question-answer pair into
multimodal embedding. We finally apply Softmax after a linear
layer to get the score of the best answers.

4.5 Training Objectives
We detail the loss functions and training strategies.
Text-to-video retrieval. We jointly train the text encoder and
video-grounded text encoder. For the text encoder, we apply Video-
Text Contrastive (VTC) loss, which aligns the video and text feature
space by encouraging the [CLS] tokens of matched video-text pairs
to have similar representations against the unmatched pairs. For-
mally, for the 𝑖-th video-text pair, given their [CLS] embeddings, we
follow CLIP [31] to apply a linear projection and 𝐿2 normalization
layer on them to obtain the hidden video vector v𝑖 ∈ R𝑑 and text
vector t𝑖 ∈ R𝑑 . First of all, to maximize the benefits of contrastive
learning with a larger batch size (which makes it more accurate
theoretically) [38], we maintain three memory banks to store most
recent 𝑀 video vectors {vm}𝑀

𝑚=1 and text vectors {tm}𝑀
𝑚=1 from

the momentum encoders, and the corresponding video/clip IDs
{𝑦𝑚}𝑀

𝑚=1. Then we calculate the text-to-video contrastive loss Lt2v
and video-to-text loss Lv2t as:

Lt2v (t𝑖 ) = −
∑︁

𝑘∈P(𝑖 )
log

exp(t𝑇
𝑖
v𝑘/𝜏)∑𝑀

𝑚=1 exp(t𝑇𝑖 v𝑚/𝜏)
,

Lv2t (v𝑖 ) = −
∑︁

𝑘∈P(𝑖 )
log

exp(v𝑇
𝑖
t𝑘/𝜏)∑𝑀

𝑚=1 exp(v𝑇𝑖 t𝑚/𝜏)
,

(3)

(4)

where P(𝑖) = {𝑘 |𝑘 ∈ 𝑀,𝑦𝑘 = 𝑦𝑖 } is the positive sample set, and
𝜏 is the learnable temperature parameter. Finally we combine the
above two losses for the VTC loss LVTC:

LVTC =
1
2
(Lt2v + Lv2t) . (5)

Note that to compensate for potential false negatives in the mo-
mentum encoder, we apply the momentum distillation strategy in
ALBEF [19] to generate soft labels.

For the video-grounded text encoder, we apply Video-TextMatch-
ing (VTM) loss, which aims to learn a video-text multimodal repre-
sentation that captures the fine-grained alignment between video
and language. VTM corresponds to a binary classification task,
where the model uses a VTM head (a linear layer) to predict whether
a video-text pair is positive (matched) or negative (unmatched)
given its multimodal feature of [Encode] token. Formally, for the
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𝑖-th video-text pair, we first calculate their positive matching score
𝑝+
𝑖

∈ R. Then we randomly sample a video/text to replace the
matched video/text to get the negative matching score 𝑝−𝑣

𝑖
/𝑝−𝑡
𝑖

∈ R.
Finally, we calculate the video-text matching loss LVTM:

LVTM = −
[
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝+𝑖 ) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑝

−𝑣
𝑖 ) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑝−𝑡𝑖 )

]
. (6)

Note that, to make the VTM loss more informative, we sample
the negative samples using the hard negative mining strategy
[19]. Specifically, we use the contrastive similarity distribution
from Eqn. (3) and Eqn. (4) to sample hard negatives, where similar
samples have a higher chance to be sampled. We sum LVTM and
LVTC to get the final loss.
Video Captioning. During training, we apply Language Modeling
(LM) Loss for the decoder, which optimizes a cross-entropy loss
that trains the model to maximize the likelihood of the text in an
auto-regressive manner. Formally, for each video-text pair (𝑣, 𝑡):

LLM = −
𝐿∑︁
𝑙=1

log
(
𝑃 (𝑡𝑙 |𝑡<𝑙 , 𝑣)

)
, (7)

where 𝐿 is the total length of the sentence. We apply a label smooth-
ing of 0.1 when computing the loss. Compared to the masked lan-
guage modeling loss that has been widely used for video-language
pretraining, LM enables the model with the generalization capabil-
ity to convert visual information into coherent captions.
VideoQuestionAnswering.Open-ended QA adopts LM loss, while
multiple-choice QA employs VTM loss. Different from that in text-
to-video retrieval, the negative samples come from false question-
answer pairs instead of sampling.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Datasets
To assess the efficacy of video-language models, we conducted
experiments on three distinct tasks: text-to-video retrieval, video
caption, and video question answering. Each task was evaluated
on its corresponding dataset.

Text-to-VideoRetrieval. (i)MSRVTT [45] contains 10K YouTube
videos with 200K descriptions, which is split into 9K videos for
training and 1K videos for test. (ii) DiDemo [2] contains 10K Flickr
videos with 40K sentences, where the test set contains 1,000 videos.
We follow the standard setting to concatenate all descriptions in a
video as a single query, and further evaluate paragraph-to-video
retrieval. (iii) ActivityNet Captions [16] contains 20K YouTube
videos annotated with 100K sentences. We follow the paragraph-
to-video retrieval setting to train models on 10K videos and report
results on the val1 set with 4.9K videos.

Video Caption. (i)MSRVTT [45] consists of 10K open-domain
video clips, and each clip has 20 ground-truth captions. We use the
standard captioning split, which has 6.5K training, 500 validation,
and 2.9K testing videos. (ii) MSVD [5] contains 1,970 videos from
YouTube with 80K descriptions, which is split into 1200, 100 and
670 videos for training, validation and testing, respectively.

Video Question Answering. (i) NeXt-QA [40] contains about
47.7K manually annotated questions for multi-choice QA collected
from 5.4K videos. There are three types of questions: descriptive,
temporal, and causal. (ii) MSRVTT QA [43] contain 50K QA pairs
that focus on the description of video elements. For both two

datasets, we use the val split for model selection, and report the
final results on the test split.

5.2 Experimental Settings
5.2.1 Experimental Details. We present the key implementation de-
tails shared across all tasks. Our models were trained on 8 GPUs. On
the model architecture, we used ViT-B/16 [9] as the video backbone,
and BERT-base [7] as the backbone of the query component. The
number of layers 𝐿 was 12. Their parameters were initialized from
BLIP-base [18] without extra image-text datasets. On optimization
techniques, we used an AdamW optimizer with a weight decay of
0.04. The learning rate was scheduled with a linear warm-up with
1,000 iterations, and cosine annealing starting at 10% of training
following [36]. For each frame, we took random crops of resolution
224 × 224 as inputs (thus 𝑃in is 196) and applied RandAugment.
We set 𝑃out to be also 196 for all models. For task-specific hyper-
parameters, we set the momentum distillation [19] weight in VTC
to 0.4. During inference, we used beam search with a beam size of
3. The number of frames 𝐹 , segments 𝑆 , learning rate, and batch
size differ among datasets (see Appendix A).

5.2.2 Evaluation Metrics. For text-to-video retrieval, the metrics
[10, 30] recall at rank K (R@K, higher is better) calculate the
percentage of test samples with the correct result found in the Top-K
retrieved points to the query sample. We report the 𝐾 = 1, 5, 10. For
video captioning, we adopted BLEU-4 (B-4), ROUGE-L (R-L), and
CIDEr (C) metrics [29] (higher is better for all). For video question
answering, we reported accuracy (Acc). Additionally, we reported
the accuracy of each subset in NeXt-QA [40] dataset.

5.3 Performance Comparison
In this section, we compared our method with recent state-of-
the-art methods. Given that some baselines have several variants
(differences in model capacity, training data, and post-processing).
We ensured a fair comparison by selecting baselines with similar
model capacity (ViT/B-16) if multiple variants were present. We
grouped all baselines into with/without video-language pretraining
methods (denoted as PT in all tables). For text-to-video retrieval,
we did NOT use the post-processing trick Dual Softmax Loss (DSL)
[6], and selected the baseline variants in the same manner. This is
because DSL requires one-one mapping of text-video pairs, which
is not a feasible approach in real-world scenarios. Furthermore, for
the HiTeA [50] model in the NeXt-QA dataset, we executed the
model once again to report its results in the test split rather than
the original validation split.

5.3.1 Text-to-Video Retrieval. Results on text-to-video retrieval are
presented in Table 1. Upon careful examination of the results, three
key observations can be made.
• Our model consistently outperforms all methods without video-
language pre-training. Furthermore, our method exhibits com-
parable performance to pre-training based models on MSR-VTT
datasets and even surpasses their performance on DiDemo and
ActivityNet-Captions datasets. These findings provide compelling
evidence for the superiority of our RTQ framework, particularly
considering that pre-training based approaches are trained with
significantly larger amounts of data. For example, the CLIP-ViP
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Table 1: Comparison of text-to-video retrieval. "PT" stands for video-language pretraining.

Model PT MSR-VTT DiDemo ActivityNet-Captions
R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR

BridgeFormer [13]

✓

37.6 64.8 75.1 3.0 37.0 62.2 73.9 3.0 - - - -
OmniVL [34] 47.8 74.2 83.8 - 52.4 79.5 85.4 - - - -
HiTeA [50] 46.8 71.2 81.9 - 56.5 81.7 89.7 - 49.7 77.1 86.7 -
mPLUG2-B [44] 48.3 75.0 83.2 - 52.3 80.8 87.5 - - - - -
STOA-VLP [54] 50.1 75.5 83.8 - 51.1 76.4 84.0 - - - - -
CLIP-ViP [46] 54.2 77.2 84.8 1.0 50.5 78.4 87.1 1.0 53.4 81.4 90.0 1.0
ClipBERT [17]

✗

22.0 46.8 59.9 6.0 20.4 48.0 60.8 6.0 21.3 49.0 63.5 6.0
X-Pool [14] 46.9 72.8 82.2 2.0 - - - - - - - -
CenterCLIP [52] 48.4 73.8 82.0 1.0 - - - - 46.2 77.0 87.6 2.0
STAN [24] 50.0 75.2 84.1 1.5 49.4 74.9 84.5 1.0 - - - -
Cap4Video [39] 51.4 75.7 83.9 1.0 52.0 79.4 87.5 1.0 - - - -
Ours 53.4 76.1 84.4 1.0 57.6 84.1 89.8 1.0 53.5 81.4 91.9 1.0

Table 2: Comparison of video captioning.

Model PT MSR-VTT MSVD
B-4 R-L CIDEr B-4 R-L CIDEr

UniVL [26]
✓

41.8 60.8 50.0 - - -
MV-GPT [32] 48.9 64.0 60.0 - - -
STOA-VLP [54] 45.8 68.4 60.2 64.4 83.9 131.8
Clip4Cap [33]

✗

46.1 63.7 57.7 - - -
HMN [49] 43.5 62.7 51.5 59.2 75.1 104.0

SwinBERT [23] 45.4 64.1 55.9 58.2 77.5 120.6
CMVC [48] 48.2 64.8 58.7 - - -
TextKG [15] 46.6 64.8 60.8 60.8 75.1 105.2

Ours 49.6 66.1 69.3 66.9 82.8 123.4

Table 3: Comparison of video question answering.

Model PT MSR-VTT NExT-QA
Acc Acc Acc-D Acc-T Acc-C

MV-GPT [32]

✓

41.7 - - - -
Flamingo [1] 47.4 - - - -
HiTeA [50] 45.4 62.4 75.5 58.7 60.6

mPLUG2-B [44] 46.3 - - - -
CoVGT (PT) [42] 40.0 59.7 68.4 58.0 58.0

ATP [4]

✗

- 54.3 66.8 50.2 53.1
IGV [21] 38.3 51.3 59.6 51.7 48.6

HQGA [41] 38.6 51.8 59.4 52.3 49.0
CoVGT [42] 38.3 59.4 66.8 57.0 58.5

Ours 42.1 63.2 75.6 59.6 61.4

model [46] is trained on a dataset comprising 100 million video-
text pairs, and initialized from CLIP [31] model.

• Our method surpasses OmniVL [34] and mPLUG [44], despite
their inclusion of temporal modeling and query structures. This
result emphasizes the criticality of our refinement module.

• Our method achieves the best performance in DiDemo and Ac-
tivityNet Captions datasets, and comparable performance in the
MSR-VTT dataset. This is because videos in the former two
datasets are all untrimmed videos with longer average duration
and richer content, making our methodmore effective as it suffers
less from information redundancy and scene complexity.

5.3.2 Video Captioning. Outcomes on captioning are illustrated in
Table 2. These results have led to three notable observations.
• Our model is consistently superior to all non-pretraining meth-
ods, and comparable with pretraining methods, demonstrating
the superiority of our RTQ framework in generation tasks.

• In contrast to pretraining methods, our model exhibits superior
performance in the Bleu metric but inferior results in the Rouge
metric. Given that Bleu is typically indicative of precision and
Rouge measures recall, a plausible explanation is that our RTQ
framework possesses superior learning capabilities, resulting in
lower training error on the dataset and hence, a higher degree
of precision. Conversely, pretraining methods incorporate more
external knowledge and thus exhibit better recall.

• Compared to pretraining methods on CIDEr metric, our model
exhibits superiority in the MSR-VTT dataset, albeit inferiority
in the MSVD dataset. As CIDEr metric considers both semantic
similarity and diversity, it provides a more comprehensive evalu-
ation for video captioning. Given the fact that MSVD has 5 times
fewer videos thanMSR-VTT, it is likely that additional knowledge
acquired through pre-training could improve performance in the
smaller MSVD dataset.

5.3.3 VideoQuestion Answering. Results of video question answer-
ing are illustrated in Table 3. There are two observations.
• Our model is consistently superior to all non-pretraining meth-
ods, which demonstrates the superiority of our RTQ framework
in complex video language tasks.

• Our model is superior to pretraining methods in multiple-choice
QA (NExT-QA), while inferior in open-ended QA (MSR-VTT).
We attribute the strong open-ended ability of pretraining models
to the modal capacity and large pretraining corpus. Specifically,
Flamingo has 80B parameters in total, while ours has only around
400M. Besides, Flamingo uses 2 billion image-text pairs and 27
million video-text pairs, while mPLUG-B uses 2 million video-
text pairs and a large natural language corpus (WikiCorpus and
common crawl) as the pre-training data.

It is noteworthy that HiTeA [50] formulates MSR-VTT QA as a
multiple-choice problem, where the best matching word is selected
as the answer. Since all answers in MSR-VTT consist of only a
single word in a limited vocabulary (1.5K), such a setting leads to
an overestimation of its open-ended ability.

5.4 Ablation Studies
This section presents a series of experiments aimed at analyzing
the efficacy of our model, which are reported in Table 4.
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Table 4: Ablation studies of our RTQ framework. We report
accuracies on the NeXt-QA [40] testset with descriptive (D),
temporal (T), and causal (C) splits.

Model Acc-C Acc-D Acc-T Acc
Ours w/o R 58.01 71.95 57.55 60.17
Ours w/o T 58.92 75.27 57.10 61.04
Ours w/o Q 59.78 61.42 57.92 59.43

Ours w/ divST [3] 58.64 74.80 55.55 60.34
Ours w/ STAN [24] 58.49 73.95 55.56 60.12

Ours w/ Uniformer [20] 55.23 67.88 52.56 56.47
Ours w/ TSM [22] 57.60 74.45 55.55 59.73

Ours w/ token select [25] 55.92 70.08 56.11 58.32
Ours 61.39 75.58 59.57 63.15

5.4.1 Ablation of the RTQ modules. We first examined the distinct
impacts of the R, T, and Q components on our model. We conducted
three variations, namely: 1) w/o R, which removes the clustering
layer; 2) w/o T, which removes the temporal modeling layer; and
3) w/o Q, which deletes the query layer. The experiments are
conducted in the NeXt-QA [40] dataset to illustrate the differences
in functionality among components. For thew/o Q implementation,
we concatenated the question and answer candidate to form a
sentence, and then formulated a matching problem between videos
and question-answer pairs by computing the cosine similarity of
their [CLS] tokens. Our observations are presented below.

• The refinement module has demonstrated consistent contribu-
tions across all question types, particularly for casual ones. This
outcome can be attributed to the elimination of redundant infor-
mation, which enhances the model’s comprehension of crucial
objects, actions, and events depicted in the videos. Such improve-
ment is beneficial for answering all categories of questions.

• The temporal modeling module exhibits a significant impact
on temporal questions while exhibiting minimal influence on
descriptive ones. This phenomenon is expected as the temporal
module is intended to capture temporal cues.

• The query module has substantially contributed to descriptive
questions, whilst demonstrating relatively minor effects on other
question types. This outcome can be explained by the fact that
descriptive questions demand a highly detailed understanding
of the video content, which is facilitated by the query module.
Conversely, temporal and causal questions require a more holistic
understanding of the overall video content.

5.4.2 Ablation of other designing choices. We then replace modules
in our framework for other design choices. Both w/ divST and
w/ STAN replace the message token mechanism with temporal
attention [3, 24]; w/ Uniformer and w/ TSM replaces the message
token mechanism with unified transformer (temporal convolution
and attention) [20] and temporal shift module [22], respectively. w/
token select replace the clustering module with token selection
module [25]. We gain two observations.

• Methods of temporal attention and temporal shifting mechanism
generally harm the performance. As analyzed in Section 4.3,
these methods necessitate the spatial consistency in the patches
of input frames, which is not guaranteed in our framework.
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Figure 4: Sensitivity analysis.

• Token selection method also harms the performance. Consid-
ering that token selection method is built without any prior
information. It may over-select patches, resulting fewer useful
information for the query module.

5.5 Sensitivity Analysis
Our study aimed to investigate the impact of hyper-parameters on
the performance of our model, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Specifically,
we focused on two primary hyper-parameters: the number of layers
preceding the cluster layer𝐾 and the number of segments of cluster-
ing 𝑆 . We conducted experiments on the NeXt-QA dataset using 16
input frames (𝐹 ). Our investigation leads to two key observations.
• The clustering layer should be positioned within the deep layers
of ViT. Specifically, the optimal number of layers before clustering
is around 8. This is consistent with the design rationale outlined
in Section 4. Specifically, the model should prioritize the semantic
meaning of patches over their appearance in order to eliminate
truly redundant patches. As deep layers contain more semantic
information, they prove more effective in this regard.

• Secondly, we found that the optimal number of segments is
approximately half of the input frames. This is a reasonable
number, as reducing the number of segments increases patch
purity but reduces patch integrity. Therefore, a trade-off must be
struck between them.

6 CONCLUSION
Our systemic analysis reveals that current video-language under-
standing methods focus on limited aspects of the task, and methods
targeting different challenges can complement each other. In light of
this, we propose a framework integrating the refinement, temporal
modeling, and query components to jointly tackle information re-
dundancy, temporal dependency, and scene complexity, respectively.
Remarkably, our method achieves superior (or comparable) perfor-
mance to state-of-the-art pretraining methods without requiring
video-language pretraining.

To further enhance the performance of our model, there are
several potential directions. Firstly, video-language pretraining
could be used to acquire more world knowledge, which is espe-
cially helpful for open-ended QA tasks. Secondly, developing more
effective refinement, temporal modeling, and query modules could
elevate the overall performance of our approach.
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Appendix A EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The number of frames 𝐹 , segments 𝑆 , top 𝑄 in the recall stage,
learning rate, and batch size differ among datasets. We will detail
them in Table A.1 to Table A.3.

Table A.1: Experimental Details of text-to-video retrieval.

Dataset 𝐹 𝑆 lr bs epoch 𝑄

MSR-VTT 12 6 2e-6 64 6 128
DiDemo 12 6 2e-5 128 10 128

ActivityNet-Captions 32 16 2e-5 64 10 512

Table A.2: Experimental Details of video captioning.

Dataset 𝐹 𝑆 lr bs epoch
MSR-VTT 12 6 5e-6 128 10
MSVD 12 6 2e-6 64 10

Table A.3: Experimental Details of video question answering.

Dataset 𝐹 𝑆 lr bs epoch
MSR-VTT 12 6 2e-5 128 6
NeXt-QA 16 4 1e-5 64 6

Appendix B ADDITIONAL ILLUSTRATION
We illustrate the temporal modeling module of our model in Fig. B.1.
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Figure B.1: Illustration of the Temporal Modeling compo-
nent.

Appendix C ADDITIONAL EXPLANATION ON
CLUSTERING

On the logical relationship between the clustering results and three
challenges: The logical relationship stems from the fact that each
method within the clustering graph addresses a particular chal-
lenge discussed in the introduction (analyzed in Section 2.2). Con-
sequently, by clustering their prediction results, we can identify
shared advantages and disadvantages among these methods.
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